
Oceanic applications: 
Ocean and sea ice SAF

Two-thirds of our planet is covered by water but observation, particularly in situ, is
more difficult to implement on sea than on earth. The demand for data concerning the
seas and oceans is continually increasing in areas as different as weather forecas-
ting, oceanography, climate monitoring, fishing, coastal industry, transport, oil drilling
operations, ecology, pollution, etc. Satellites therefore play a vital role in responding
to the requirements for observing the surface of the oceans.

A network of co-operation facilities: the “SAF” of Eumetsat

In order to implement its satellite programmes at a European level and expand its
ground segment, EUMETSAT drew upon the expertise of the meteorological services
of its Member States. This was how the SAFs (satellite application facilities) came into
being, 7 in all, each responsible for developing a set of value-added products from
satellite data, or software using this data with the ultimate purpose of supplying users
with these products within an operational context. Météo-France, through the CMS, is
responsible for the Ocean and sea ice SAF. 

Sea surface temperature over the Atlantic area
Average temperature between the 3 February at 18.00 UTC and 4 February 2004 at 06.00 UTC
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The Ocean and sea ice SAF: 

The "Ocean and sea ice" SAF was launched in 1997. The
consortium of this SAF includes the host institute Météo-France
and co-operating institutes: Met.No (Norway), DMI (Denmark),
KNMI (Netherlands), together with SMHI (Sweden) for develop-
ment tasks. After a five-year development phase in which IFRE-
MER also participated, the "Ocean and sea ice" SAF is in the
Initial Operational Phase (IOP) since 1st July 2002. This phase
shall terminate on 28 February 2007, after being able to take
advantage of the advent of METOP in 2006. The commitments
of the consortium for the IOP, contained in a detailed proposal
(DOP), were confirmed by a contract signed on 26 July 2002
between Météo-France and EUMETSAT. 

The production of the "Ocean and sea ice" SAF: 

The aim of the "Ocean and sea ice" SAF is to produce and dis-
seminate temperature, radiative flux, sea ice and wind fields
derived from satellite data in near real time. The derived pro-
duction of DMSP/SSMI, NOAA, GOES-East and MSG is alrea-
dy partially operational. It will be fully operational on 1st July
2004. The derived production from METOP will be operational in
February 2007. 

For further information: 
www.osi-saf.org

Products under CMS responsibility: 

Sea surface temperature at 10 km resolution: 
- over the Atlantic 60S - 60N, three-hourly fields. 
- over the Atlantic to the North Pole, twice daily fields.
Temperatures at 2 km resolution over European seas,
4 times per day.
Solar radiation and infrared radiation at 10 km resolution:
- over the Atlantic 60S - 60N
- over the Atlantic up to the North Pole, daily fields.

Products under the responsibility of Norway: 

Sea ice on the Atlantic north of the 50th parallel.

Products under the responsibility of the Netherlands: 

Global wind fields

Developments at project-stage: 

To meet the requirements of the meteorological and oceanogra-
phic communities, it is intended to extend the SST data to a glo-
bal scale.

Sea surface temperature 
on 15 September 2003 at 01.00 UTC 

Average surface solar radiation 
on 4 February 2004 from 13.00 to 16.00 UTC
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